Abstrnct -This paper discusses an approach toward higher dimensional autonomous chaotic circuits. We especially consider a particular class of circuits which includes only one nonlinear element, a three segments piecewise-linear resistor, and one small inductor La serially connected with it. The contents are divided into two parts. Part 1 gives a simple fourdimensional example that realizes hyperchaos. For the case where La is shorted, the circuit equation can be simplified into a constrained system and a two-dimensional Poincare map can be rigorously derived. This mapping and its Lyapunov exponents verify laboratory measurements of hyperchaos and related phenomena. Part 2 gives a rigorous approach to the singular perturbation theory of a N-dimensional circuit family which includes the example in Section I. We derive a canonical form equation which describes any circuit in this family. This equation can be simplified into a constrained system and a (N -2)-dimensional Poincare map can be derived. The main theorem indicates that this mapping explains the observable solutions of the canonical form very well.
I. INTRODUCTION C HAOTIC phenomena in electric circuits have been studied with great interests. In particular, threedimensional autonomous circuits and two-dimensional nonautonomous circuits have been well investigated and some excellent analytic results have been published [l] - [7] . Also, some experimental results of four-dimensional autonomous chaotic circuits have been published recently [8]-[9] . We believe that the analysis of higher dimensional circuits is very important to develop the chaotic circuit theory, and therefore, they should be studied in more detail.
Part 1 gives a simple four-dimensional autonomous circuit that realizes hyperchaos, a higher dimensional chaos introduced by Riissler [lo] . Hyperchaos is usually defined as a chaotic attractor with more than one positive Lyapunov exponent. It cannot be observed from three-dimensional autonomous circuits because one Lyapunov exponent is always zero and there must be at least one negative exponent in order to be an attractor [8] . Fig. 1 shows the objective circuit. In this circuit, -g is a linear negative conductor characterized by i, = -gv, and NR is a current-controlled nonlinear resistor characterized Manuscript received June 30, 1988; revised December 13, 1988 ahd September 25, 1989 . This paper was recommended Associate Editor Y. L. Kuo.
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Some experimental facts show that NR operates as a hysteresis resistor of Fig. l(c) if the small inductor La is shorted. NR and -g are easily realized by circuitries in Fig. 2 . In order to simplify the arguments, it is assumed that the op amp is linear and that the zener diode is ideal. The circuit dynamics are described by the basic equation:
C,Gv,=-i,-i Notice at first, (2) is transformed into a canonical form equation which includes one small parameter c (cc L,). Letting E tend to zero, the equation is simplified into a constrained system, and a two-dimensional Poincare map can be rigorously derived from it. Laboratory experiments indicate bifurcations from periodic to quasi-periodic solutions (so-called torus) and then to different types of chaotic 0098-4094/90/0300-0399$01.00 01990 IEEE v* ;!k&dq (4 = (b) Fig. 2 . Realization of NR and -g.
solutions. These data are reproduced by numerical solutions of the constrained system. The PoincarC map and its Lyapunov exponents verify the generation of hyperchaos and related phenomena. Part 2 gives a rigorous approach to the singular perturbation theory of a circuit family which includes this example. It gives some mathematical consideration for the mapping procedure of the constrained system. A more detailed introduction of Part 2 is shown in Section IV.
II. CONSTRAINED SYSTEM AND POINCAR& MAP In this section, (2) is simplified into the constrained system and its two-dimensional Poincare map is derived. These results are used for the accurate numerical analysis of the circuit. At first, via the resealings:
26 e r,g; pi= rtC,/L; ye Cl/C,; qe rl/r2. (3) Equation (2) is transformed into the following simpler dimensionless form:
e: small i w-(1+$, for w 2 n h(w) = -1)-lw, for [WI < 7) (4) w+(l+v), for w G-0.
Next, via the transformation:
Equation (4) is transformed into the canonical form:
This form is convenient to formulate the PoincarC map. Letting e tend to zero, the mathematical treatment of this equation is simplified. In this case, all motions in the phase space can be approximately divided into fast and slow ones (see Fig. 3 ). The slow motions are restricted to the slow manifold X= h(w), and only to its stable branches given by S+P {x, w 1 x>-1, x=w-(1+q)} S-F {x, w 1 Xgl, x=w+(1+7))},
where X = (X, Y, Z)r. The fast motions are the straight lines X = const., and w goes over from one stable branch of the slow manifold to another. These motions correspond to the fact that NR operates as the hysteresis resistor of Fig. l(c) . Hence, it follows that (6) is simplified into the constrained system which is described by two symmetric linear equations which are connected to each other by hysteresis switchings. ; "-" forXES+ @a> " + " for X E S-(8b) wherep=(l+v)(2Sy-1). This equation is obtained by substituting w -X = f (1 + q) into (6) and w is omitted.
B. Switchings of the Constrained System
If a solution on S, (S-) reaches the threshold X = -1 (X = l), then it jumps onto S-(S, ), holding X constant.
From the constrained system, we can easily grasp the vector field. Firstly, we remark that if 1 -C 26~ < 2+ 77, one has two equilibria for (8), one P = (p ,(l + n), -(1 + 71)) is in the half-space X > 1 in S,, and the other one is symmetric to this. Let us denote by /.L and a + jw the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix in (8). For the sake of simplicity, (p , y , p , n) are chosen as parameters instead of (6, y , p , 11). Then 6, u, and o are given by Consider a trajectory started from a point (1, Y,, Z,) on B, at 7 = 0. Such a trajectory must hit B,' at some positive time 7i. This is because the coefficient of ep7 of X is negative on B, at 7 = 0 and because X is negative on BR). Let (-1, Y,, Z,) be this hit point. At this hitting moment, it jumps onto the same point (-1, Y, , Z,) in S-. Noting that a trajectory started from (1, Yi, Z,) in S-is symmetric to that started from (-1, -Y, , -Z,) on BR in S,, we can define the two-dimensional Poincare map:
The rigorous formulation of this mapping is possible by using the exact solution (11); Then in the following, we assume that CL ' 0, (I > 0, 02>o, and l< 26~ < 2+ 7. m-0 The solution of @a) for an initial condition (7, X, Y, 2)
where [ ;;jk;) = [2&[ 20;;; j. (16) Namely, the first row denotes the equation which gives 7i. In actual calculations, it can be solved by using the Newton-Raphson method. The image (-Yi , -Z,) is given by substituting this 7i into the second and third rows of (16). Moreover, the Jacobian matrix of this mapping is given by 
The solution of (8b) is symmetric to this.
Consider the vector field in S, (see Fig. 4 ). Let E' be the eigenspace corresponding to the real eigenvalue and let EC be the eigenspace corresponding to the complex eigenvalues. They are explicitly given by:
This is used to calculate the Lyapunov exponents.
III. EXPERIMENTS The circuit of Fig. 1 exhibits various interesting phenomena. Some laboratory measurements and their numerical confirmations are shown in this section. Also, we note that the condition (10) is satisfied for these results.
=o, x> -l}.
(13) Also, we define some objects in S,:
Y<I+v}.
04)
The left column of Fig. 5 shows some results from laboratory experiments. In the experiments, circuit constants are selected as L, + 0, V i 1 V, L + 300 mH, C, + C, 9 39 nF, ri i r2 + 10.4 kQ, and some typical orbitd are picked up for 5 kQ < g-' ~10 kS2. These correspond to y + 1, p + 14, v+ 1, and 0.52 < S < 1.04 (26 = rig), for the constrained system (8). As g is increased, the periodic orbit like Fig confirmed that NR operates as the hysteresis resistor. These data are reproduced by numerical simulations using the constrained system, as shown in Fig. 5 (a')-(d'). They are calculated by three steps, i.e., I: (6, u, w) is given by substituting (cl, y , p) into (9) II: (X, Y, Z) is calculated by using the exact solution (11) III: (x, y, z) is given by the transformation (5). Here, we remark that p is monotonic for 6 in this parameter range and that (x , y) is proportional to (ui , u2) . These numerical results qualitatively coincide with the laboratory results. Namely, this is due to the Hopf bifurcation. It is known that a single torus has been observed from a three-dimensional autonomous circuit [6] , but a three torus has not been observed from any three-dimensional circuit yet. As 6 is increased, the shape of this torus is distorted as Fig. 6 (c) and it changes to a 51-periodic point like Fig. 6(d) . This is due to phase locking, because these periodic points are located almost on the closed curve where a 3-torus existed. Moreover, the number of these periodic points is doubling as Fig. 6 (e) and a chaotic attractor like for the attractor). Thus we can see the transition "3-periodic point --, (Hopf) + 3-torus -+ (phase locking) + 51-periodic point + (doubling) + chaos + hyperchaos" in the mapping. A similar transition has been observed from the coupled logistic map [14] but it is an abstract mathematical model. An electric hyperchaos has been observed in [8] but the analysis of its circuit is more complex than our circuit. Also, the mechanism of the transition from chaos to hyperchaos has not been clarified for any circuit yet. Finally, we enumerate some remarks. 1) Besides the demonstrated phenomena, the circuit also exhibit various other interesting phenomena. In fact, we have observed complicated phase lockings, sudden changes of attractors (so-called crisis [15] ), hysteretic bifurcations and so on. They seem to be abnormally complicated and we can not summarize them in this paper. However they will be explained in the near future.
2) The analysis technique based on the constrained system should be generalized as a systematic analysis technique for general dimensional hysteresis chaos generators.
3) The relation between solutions of the constrained system and those of the canonical form should be discussed.
In particular, 2) and 3) are discussed in Part 2. IV. THE CIRCUITFAMILY In part 2, we discuss an approach to the singular perturbation theory of a piecewise-linear circuit family which includes the hyperchaos generator in Part 1, the hysteresis chaos generators in [7] , and so on. The family is the set of circuits which are constructed as shown in Fig. 8 .
A. Definition of the Circuit Family
Any circuit in this family is constructed by a linear network N and one current-controlled resistor NR which is characterized by (1). A small inductor L, is serially connected with NR. The linear network N consists of R, L, C, and a linear negative resistor -R. The circuit contains no tie-set of capacitors and no cut-set of inductors. It goes without saying that the dual circuit family can be defined but we omit it in order to simplify the arguments.
From 
where 'WC = ( ucl,. . . , u,,) r is the branch voltage vector of capacitor branches in N, 0, = (i,,, * * . , i,,)' is the branch current vector of inductor branches in N, and each coefficient is determined by the structure of N. Also, let M = n + m > 2 in order to generate chaotic solutions. This is the basic state equation and we would like to show the following. At first, this equation is transformed into a (it4 + l)-dimensional canonical form equation which includes one small parameter z. Letting e tend to zero, this canonical form is simplified into a constrained system and an (M -l)-dimensional Poincare map can be derived from it. As the main results, we prove that observable solutions of the canonical form converge to solutions of the constrained system under some conditions. It indicates that this Poincare map explains the observable solutions of the canonical form very well.
In [7] , we have proved a chaos generating condition (in Lasota and Yorke's sense [17] ) of the three-dimensional case. In Part 1, we have investigated the four-dimensional hyperchaos generator. These results suggest that only one NR plays a very important role in chaos generation and that many interesting simple circuits are included in this circuit family. It motivates the analysis of (19). Also, we believe that our result develops into more generalized piecewise-linear singular perturbation theory and opens a way to a rigorous proof of higher dimensional chaos generation. At present, some singular perturbation theories of C'-systems have been published (see [18] , [19] , and the references therein), but their piecewise-linear version has not been discussed. In addition, their arguments are more complicated than ours.
V. CONSTRAINED SYSTEMOFTHE FAMILY
In order to simplify the arguments, let 
By using this transformation, (23') is transformed into the where R,=r,-r,, R,=r,+r,, V'=R$andweassume canonical form:
In this case, F(i) is not monotonic. If a resistor which is larger than r2 is serially connected with NR, (21) is not satisfied. To transform (19) into the dimensionless form, let C, be the maximum capacitor in N and define the resealings:
xi F Uci/V' xi+,, e R,i,/V' z r R,i/V', i=l;..,n, j=l;-.,m xc (X1,*-,XM)T E c Lo/( Rz,c,), q c RJR,.
Via these resealings, (19) is transformed into the simpler form:
where (A, B , c) is normalized (A',IE%', c') and h(o) is shown in (4). Also, we note that 7, E, and q in (22) are differently defined from those in (3), but that they play the same role as those in (3). In order to transform this equation into a canonical form, we recast it as follows:
i=(K++IEB*c)x+B(z-c.
x) i ci=EX-h(z). (23')
Letting ii = (A+& * C), we define the transformation:
+lr-"JMY-, (ab. X =T.X) (24) ' ;I;; ri;,
Let the characteristic polynomial of A be s M + (Ye-is M-1 + . . . + (his +, a0 and let 0 P -ll%. This result is easily confirmed by using Cayley-Hamilton's theorem. It goes without saying that the number of independent parameters depends on the structure of each circuit, but it is at most 2M + 1. By introducing this canonical form equation, we can systematically analyze all circuits in this family. Letting E tend to zero, this canonical form is simplified into the constrained system in the same way as (6). The constrained system is described by two symmetric A4-dimensional linear equations and hysteresis switchings:
for X E S, Ji = A.Xwl+dT cc+,, forM ES-(274 cw where S, and S-are the stable branches of the slow manifold Xi = h(z) (see (7)). The switchings are the same as those of (8). Mathematical consideration for this simplification is discussed in the next section. We can define a (M -1)-dimensional PoincarC map from this constrained system. To show it, we define some HIGHER DIMENSIONAL HYSTERESIS CHAOS GENERATORS objects for the constrained system (see Fig. 9 ): where B,r {X 1 x,=1, x ES,) B,P{X]Xi=-1,X&s+)
Brie {X I X,=-1,X ES-} (28) and let Z be the set of all points in B, such that any
Noting that the trajectory jumps from Xi E B, to Xi E B', trajectory started from Z at 7 = 0 must hit B, at some at the hitting moment ri, and that the trajectory started finite positive time ri. Then we assume the existence of such Z. For example, if A has some unstable eigenvalue and if the equilibrium of (27a) is located in Xi > 1, then such Z exists. Here, let X0 e (1, Xzo; . a, X,,)r be an initial point on Z at 7 = 0, and let Xi z ( -1, x21,. * * 7 X,,)r be the hit point on B, at 7 = pi. where the first row denotes the equation which gives the hit time 7i. It can be solved by using the Newton-Raphson method. The image (-X2i,. . a, -X,,)' is obtained by substituting this ri into the second to Mth rows of (30). P,(s) P ( -l)"ns
We note that there are many other definitions of Poincare map but this definition seems to be simple and useful as shown in Part 1.
VI. SINGULARPERTURBATION In this section, we consider the vector field of the canonical form and prove the main theorem which indicates that the Poincare map well explains observable solutions of the canonical form. Initially, we prepare some notations and assumptions.
At first, we recast the canonical form (26) as for z 2 n for ]z] < 71 for z 6 -n
II' and 0 are identities, and 0, is the M X (M -1) zero matrix. Next, we introduce some symbols.
A. Definition of -, K, and o(cP) 1) Let -denote the equivalence of the order. For example, n -K implies "9 and K are the same order."
2) Let K denote any positive constant whose order is 1. For example, (oi I G K implies "the order of jai I is at most 1."
3) Let o(cJ') denote any infinitesimal whose order is at most fP, namely, lim E C+O -qo(cP) = 0, for c < q 5 K, E < p -q 5 K. Also, we remark o(cP)eK = o(eP).
In the following discussions, we assume Noting that (34) guarantees 1 pi 1s K for i = 1,. . . , M, the T-K, Ia;-11s K, Ifi,lsK, fori=l;*.,M implicit function theorem is applicable and we obtain
Q.E.D.
where 11 X )I denotes the maximum value of I Xi I for i = Proposition 2: 1; * *, M.
Let z = KZe-plT+ cp(~)(z = L,e'*'+ c#I(+T)) be the z-comThe following four propositions explain fast and slow ponent of the general solution for z > ~(1 z I< v), where motions in the phase space of the canonical form.
K,(L,) is a constant and q( T)(I#J(T)) is a solution correProposition I : sponding to eigenvalues except for -pi&). Then Let -K,e-"l'=K(X,-z+1+q-cJ?I)+o(c2),
IsO'-A+Is(s+pl)(~M+BM~lsM-'+ .
-. +B,s+B,) for all 7 such that z > 11 (37-l)
for all r such that I z I< n. (37-2) (35-2) In addition, noting the symmetricity of (26'), the analogy Then the following are satisfied: of (37-l) is satisfied for z G -q. (37-l) converges to S,. Thus this proposition shows an approximate relation between the for i=O;**, M-l (36-l) slow manifold X, = h(z) and the solutions which correspond to -p1 and p2. 
If we let (e , cl0 , ai,-l,. ~0, So) be variables and let( ply ' . . , PM, %, ' ' . , lyMM-i) be given parameters, then On the other hand, we can obtain the following from (26) 
where I = (12; . ., Z,+,+i) and Zi denotes some constant whose order is at most 1: I Zi I < K. Clearly, (39) is satisfied SAITO:
HIGHER DIMENSIONAL H'YSTERESIS CHAOS GENERATORS for k = 2 and k = 3. Also, multiplying both sides of (39) by e and differentiating them by 7, we obtain ck+Lz(k+l) = ( -1) k+2K(1-Blr) +r2((-l)k+1K.X2+llri+ILr~).
Noting (26), the second term in the right-hand side of the above can be recasted as that in (39) and it is o(e'). Therefore, (39) is satisfied for all k z 2. Substituting (39) into the left-hand side of (38), we obtain (37-l).
Proposition 3: i) Let E$ = {X,z ~~xl-z+l+~-c~l~~~O(~~). z> q}, and consider a trajectory started from a point (X(O), z(0)) in z 2 9 at 7 = 0. If it satisfies z(7) > v for 0 < r < O(E"~), then there exists some positive time r= such that:
ii) Let E,"= {x,z ) ~Xl+~-1z+r~l~~o(c2), Izl<.rl}, and consider a trajectory started from a point in I z ] < n at T = 0. If the initial value satisfies (X(O), z(0)) 4 E,C, then there exists some positive time r6 such that r6 5 o(e113), I4 5) I = 17, II x( 76) -W) II 5 oW3).
iii) Let EC be the symmetric object of Ef . Noting the symmetricity of (26'), the analogy of i) is satisfied for Z&-V. Proposition 4: Consider a trajectory started from a point in ES at T = 0. If it hits the threshold z = 7 with i < -$I2 at 7 = TV, then (X , z) ~5 E,C is satisfied at 7 = r,+. Also, noting the symmetricity of (26'), the analogy of it is satisfied for Z<-T).
Remark: Noting that Ef and Ef converge to S, and S-, respectively, these two propositions explain the jump behavior. Firstly, almost all solutions rapidly enter into Et or Ef (Proposition 3). If a trajectory in E; hits the threshold z = 7, then it is located in the outside of E; (Proposition 4), and therefore, it rapidly passes through the central region ) z ] < 9, holding X almost constant (Proposition 3 ii)). Moreover, it rapidly enters into E' holding X almost constant (Proposition 3 iii)). Therefore, the definition of the constrained system is reasonable.
Proof of Proposition 3: We show only for i). Noting (34) and (37-l) , it is easily shown that ~KZe-~~'~=~K(Xl-z+l+~-c&)+o(c2)~~~ at 7=0. Also, it is easily shown that there exists some positive time T= such that e-p'% < c2 and 7a < o(e113). Therefore, JK(Xl-z+1+q-e~I)+o(~2)~=~KZe-~~~/~o(~2) is satisfied at 7 = ra. It implies (X(7,), ~(7,)) E Ef .
Since (34) Proof of Proposition 4: By substituting z = q into Et in Proposition 3 i) and the last row of (26), we obtain i c~l=xl+1+o(~2) x,+1=&<-$'2, at 7=7,.
Then we notice that ,&i, -c3'2+o(c2).
Noting these, we obtain
It implies that (X , z) 4 E,C is satisfied at r = TV+. Q.E.D. Now we turn to state the main theorem. Initially, we recast the canonical form (26) as the following: k;,= AX, ) Ei=Xlc-h(z)
where we write X ( and Xi, instead of X and Xi, respectively. Also, we introduce two linear equations:
ei'=Y1*-z'+(l+Tl), whereVcr (Yle;..,Y,,)r (41-1)
Equation (41-1) coincides with (26) for z' >, n and (41-2) coincides with the constrained system (27a) for Y,, 2 -1.
Theorem I: (see Fig. 10 ) Letting p and 4 be real numbers such that c < p < 2/3, and E < q < p/2, we suppose the following: There exists some time 24 < 7, < K such that z'( ?J = g -K < I' < -cq, for7E17e [7a-.5q,7,+eq] z'( 7) > z'( Ta -c") ) for 0 < 7 < 7a -eq.
HIGHER DIMENSIONAL HYSTERESIS CHAOS GENERATORS
Finally, noting Rl and I 7a -r1 I 5 o(@), we can obtain (R4):
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS We have considered an approach toward higher dimensional autonomous chaotic circuits. In Section I, a simple four-dimensional circuit has been investigated. Laboratory experiments indicate bifurcations from periodic orbits to tori and then to chaotic attractors. These data are reproduced by numerical simulation, using the constrained system. The two-dimensional Poincare map is rigorously derived and its Lyapunov exponents verify the generation of hyperchaos and related phenomena. We believe that various new interesting phenomena are observed from such circuits.
In Section IV, the piecewise-linear singular perturbation theory of the circuit family has been discussed. The canonical form equation is simplified into the constrained system and Poincare map can be derived from it. The main theorem indicates that this mapping well explains observable solutions of the canonical form. Finally, we enumerate some mathematical remarks of the constrained system. 1) Solutions cannot be defined for negative time. It contradicts "uniqueness of solutions" of the canonical form. However such solutions cannot be observed from the real physical systems.
2) Solutions which touch the threshold (Ii I < cl/* in Proposition 4) cannot be explained. It contradicts "continuity for initial values" of the canonical form. However, such solutions are measure-zero in the limit case of E + 0.
3) It cannot be stated rigorously enough that chaotic solutions of the constrained system imply chaotic solutions of the canonical form for small enough C, because the main theorem is not capable for infinitely iterated T. However, it is valid for finite time solutions.
The constrained system has some mathematical problems but its mapping procedure is the useful approximate analysis technique for simple realistic systems. We believe that this technique is useful for analyzing various interesting nonlinear phenomena.
